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Some additional notes about this template
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▪ Updated November 13, 2018
▪ Document Accessibility

▪ Take some steps to make your document more accessible with these 
resources:

▪ A small collection of government standards and practices.
▪ Microsoft's guide to accessibility in PowerPoint presentations.
▪ A color accessibility guide for Virginia Tech colors.

▪ Document Licenses
▪ To openly license your presentation content, check out this one page 

guide from Anita Walz
▪ This PowerPoint template design is Copyright 2018, University Libraries 

at Virginia Tech.
▪ For special requests contact the Communications team.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research OutputsJournal articlesFull articlesShort papersDiscussion papersEditorial commentsCorri-gendumReview articlesBook chaptersIn textbooksIn scholarly booksEditorialsIntroductionsPrefacesTranslationsBooksTextbooksMonographsTranslationsNovelsScreenplaysPlays

https://www.section508.gov/create/presentations
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/make-your-powerpoint-presentations-accessible-6f7772b2-2f33-4bd2-8ca7-dae3b2b3ef25
https://lib.vt.edu/brand/color.html
https://guides.lib.vt.edu/ld.php?content_id=7743270


Types of Quantitative
Research Impact Metrics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Journal-level Journal Impact Factor (JIF)EigenfactorNormalized Journal Metrics (SNIP, SJR)Journal Acceptance RatePercentilesAuthor-levelAuthor H-indexNormalized h-indices by subject categoryi10-indexArticle-levelCitation countsNormalized citation metrics (FWCI, CNCI, RCR)PercentilesUsage statsAltmetricsMonograph salesMonograph holdings



Types of Qualitative
Research Impact Measures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ArticlesOpen peer reviewF1000 Prime RecommendationsPubpeer commentsWell-known authors mentioning or citing workBooksFormal book reviewsAmazon reviewsGoodreads reviewsGeneralImpact on local, national, international communitiesContext to citations in scholarly works, media outlets, and policy documents



Text content in this box is set in the Slide Master at 24 points. You 

can adjust the font size universally in the Slide Master or you can 

use the Font Size in the HOME menu to increase the font size for 

this slide only.

Types of Attention to Research Outputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research outputsCitations in scholarly worksMentions on news articlesWikipedia citationsSocial media attentionCitations in public policyUsage statistics



Traditional Use of Research Impact Metrics
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▪ History of citation indexing: to discover other similar 
research & potential collaborators/coauthors 

▪ Tracking research engagement for individual researchers
▪ Researcher evaluation
▪ Promotion & Tenure (P&T)
▪ Hiring decisions

▪ Benchmarking researchers, departments, colleges, & 
institutions to one another

▪ University rankings
▪ Comparing journals & using metrics to improve visibility

https://clarivate.com/essays/history-citation-indexing/


ALTMETRICS
Immediate

TRADITIONAL 
METRICS

Often slow to accrue
(2-5 years)

citations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional metrics (i.e., citation metrics), typically take longer to accrue due to the lengthy publication and peer review process whereas altmetrics are immediate. Usually, when an article is published, social media and news attention will immediately engage with that research output to promote and discuss its significance. It doesn’t mean one is better than the other; it just means you can track the type of attention to it in the media more immediately. Other types of altmetrics are usually slower to accrue, such as citations in public policy documents and patents.



How publications are tracked:

An output
(journal 
article, 

dataset, 
etc )

An 
identifier

attached to 
the output 
(DOI, PMID, 

etc)

Mentions 
of output 
in a source 
Altmetric 

tracks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An output is published or deposited, such as in an institutional repository or in a journal; an identifier is attached to the output from the repository or publisher’s site, and the identifier is tracked. It might be mentioned and linked to on a news source, such as The New York Times. Many news media companies have standard practices and link to the DOI so it can be easily tracked by altmetrics data providers and other software platforms. 



• Part of Digital Science
• Website: Altmetric.com
• Free tools available

– Altmetric It! Bookmarklet
– Institutional Repository Badges
– Explorer for Librarians
– Badges for Researchers
– API for research
– Checkout the Altmetric Top 100

• Subscription databases
– Explorer for Institutions
– Explorer for Publishers

Altmetric 
An Altmetrics Data Service Provider and Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company Altmetric (with no “s” on the end and with a capital “A”) is just one altmetrics (with an “s” on the end and a lower-case “a”) data service provider and company. It is part of the larger company Digital Science. 

https://www.digital-science.com/
https://www.altmetric.com/
https://www.altmetric.com/products/free-tools/
https://www.altmetric.com/top100/


Altmetric Attention Sources
❑ News outlets & blogs
❑ Public policy documents
❑ Patents
❑ Reference managers 
❑ Social Media 
❑ Post-publication peer review 
❑ Other sources

○ Citations, Open Syllabi, YouTube, Wikipedia, Reddit
○ https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/our-sources/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
News outlets & blogs – over 2700 sites, global coveragePublic policy documents – international representationPatents - global economic impact via IIFI CLAIMS®Reference managers – Mendeley, Citeulike, etc.Social Media – Twitter, Facebook, Google+ (public posts)Post-publication peer review - Publons, PubpeerOther sources – Dimensions citations, YouTube, F1000, Web of Science citations, Open Syllabus, Wikipedia, Reddit, Q&A etc.  More information available at https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/our-sources/ 

https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/our-sources/


Interpreting Article Level Metrics

For more context, see “Article Level Metrics,” A SPARC Primer,” by Greg Tannenbaum (2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text from smart art object in slide: Academic EngagementScholarly citationsSocial mediaBlogsResearch recommendationsPost-publication peer reviewPublic VisibilityMainstream news mediaWikipediaSocial media Depends on readability,�traction, popularityBlogsDepends on blog communityPublic ImpactPublic policy documentsReal world local and/or international impactEducational EngagementOpen Syllabus ProjectEspecially monographs authored by humanities scholarsGlobal Economic ImpactPatentsThree international jurisdictions

https://sparcopen.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SPARC-ALM-Primer.pdf


Remember that metrics DON’T tell:

*Negative attention also generates metrics - investigating the context of metrics is important 

*None of these types of metrics are indicators of quality in and of themselves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text from slide’s smart art object:Quality of the paper	Quality of the researchersWhole story	There are no metrics to determine the quality of a research output. The best option is to have an expert read and evaluate the research output or to look at a series of qualitative measures, such as open peer review, book reviews, and so on. Metrics help tell the story but do not assess the research on its own or tell the whole story. 



Altmetric Donut

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each color of the Altmetric Donut tells you the type of attention that a research output receives. The score itself is weighted by the volume, source, and author (where applicable). See slide 16 for more information/context about the score’s calculation. For more information, please visit https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/the-donut-and-score/ 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the color of the donut tells you the source of the attention, the donut may have more of one or more colors in its donut which typically tells you the source of most of the attention. In the image on this slide, one output has received lots of news media coverage so is mostly red in color while the middle donut has lots of attention from blogs and public policy documents (so is mostly gold and purple in color) while the donut on the right is mostly light blue in color so has lots of attention from Twitter.For more information, please visit https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/the-donut-and-score/ 



Score weighting determined by 3 factors:

Volume Sources Authors
How much attention from 
unique sources has the item 
received?

What is the reach of each 
mention source? Are the 
mentions from international 
news sources, blogs, or on 
social media?

Who mentioned the 
research item? Was the 
publishing journal tweeting 
the link or were researchers 
sharing amongst peers?

Score: https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/the-donut-and-score/
Weight Calculation: https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/articles/6000060969-how-is-the-
altmetric-score-calculated-

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Altmetric.com: Combined, the attention score represents a weighted approximation of all the attention we’ve picked up for a research output (not a raw total of the number of mentions). You can find more detail about how it’s calculated, including the standard weightings for each mention type, here.The attention score is useful when looking at several outputs together to quickly identify the level of online activity surrounding a particular research output – it is not a measure of the quality of the research, or the researcher.We’d always encourage users to click on the donut to view the details page, and all of the original mentions – remember, attention can be both positive and negative!From time to time you might notice that the Altmetric Attention Score for your paper fluctuates, or goes down. This can happen when the original author of the mentions deletes their post when we remove posts which have been flagged as spam, or occasionally when we add new sources so need to re-weight our scoring algorithm.It’s also important to note that Mendeley readers, Dimensions citation counts and CiteULike bookmarks do not count towards the score – this is because we can’t show you the full details of who is actually making the mention or reference. It’s our policy that any mentions that count towards the score must be completely transparent and fully visible on the Altmetric details page.Score: https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/the-donut-and-score/ Weight Calculation: https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/articles/6000060969-how-is-the-altmetric-score-calculated- 

https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/the-donut-and-score/
https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/articles/6000060969-how-is-the-altmetric-score-calculated-


Other Altmetrics Data Service Providers
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▪ ImpactStory
▪ Free! + Nonprofit organization, creator 

of Unpaywall
▪ Track your individual research impact
▪ Only possible to “look up” other 

authors via ORCID iD (only if they 
linked it)

▪ Example: 
https://profiles.impactstory.org/u/0000-
0003-4509-7785
(simply copy/paste ORCID iD into end 
of ImpactStory Profile URL)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ImpactStory is the first altmetrics data provider and was initially funded by a Carnegie Mellon grant. It is now a nonprofit organization and has new projects that it focuses on, including Unpaywall, an Open Access tool, and Get The Research, a science communication tool for the public. Unpaywall: http://unpaywall.org/ Get The Research: http://gettheresearch.org/ 

https://profiles.impactstory.org/
https://profiles.impactstory.org/u/0000-0003-4509-7785


Other Altmetrics Data Service Providers
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▪ Plum Analytics (PlumX)
▪ Now owned by Elsevier
▪ Integrated on Elsevier products:

▪ Scopus
▪ Digital Commons (for OA publishing and IRs)
▪ SSRN - example article w/PlumX metrics
▪ Mendeley - example article

▪ Kudos
▪ Science communication tool
▪ Prompts for research summaries
▪ Provides citation metrics, altmetrics, 

usage stats 
▪ FAQ
▪ Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plum Analytics, or PlumX, is now owned by Elsevier, and their altmetrics subscription database acts as a competitor to Altmetric’s databases, Altmetric Explorer for Institutions and Altmetric Explorer for Publishers. Kudos is a free tool and helps scholarly authors to create summaries of their research to communicate to the lay audience. Users link to their research output and can also provide links to the Open Access version(s) of their works and/or supplemental content, such as data sets and source code.

https://plumanalytics.com/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1444831
https://www.mendeley.com/catalogue/global-risk-deadly-heat/
https://www.growkudos.com/
https://www.growkudos.com/about/user_guide
https://www.growkudos.com/publications/10.1080%2F0361526x.2019.1589893/reader


https://www.altmetric.com/products/free-tools/

Altmetric Explorer for Librarians (free!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Altmetric Explorer for Librarians from altmetric.com If you go to this link, you’ll be able to request access to version 1 of Altmetric ExplorerThis would be useful for you as a librarian, but the students can’t get access to this Because our institution has a subscription, I will demo that todayBut, as Rachel mentioned, the bookmarklet is also a free tool that you could use with your students and they would have access for free as well - so I will also look at that today There are more free tools on their website Altmetric Explorer and Teacher TipsWhat is Altmetric Explorer for InstitutionsTrack, analyze, and report online convos surrounding researching Get to know your audience and track your research influence as it happensa web-based platform that enables users to search, monitor, and measure altmetricsmentions and conversations surrounding the research outputs of specific authors, research groups, departments, and institutionsAs faculty members at a research institution, we as scholars are expected to engage in the scholarly conversation -- and we’re expected to prepare our students how to do this as well Altmetrics Explorer actually provides a great avenue to help us teach students about research and the scholarly conversationFor first year students, Altmetrics Explorer can help with a few key areas: Explaining the scholarly conversation What is it? Where do I find it? Developing a topic into an effective research question How do I enter the scholarly conversation? Evaluating sourcesHow do I separate substance from spin? Comparing citation counts to the altmetrics scoreLooking at context - 1-2 citations - maybe not a lot of substance but a lot of spin Retraction watchCommon research assignmentsRegardless of the type of first year class, I often see assignments that ask students to identify a controversial issue or hot topic related to their major/field of study or related to a position/profession they’re interested in exploring For an assignment like this, I love to start with the topic of driverless cars and work towards developing a research question With VTTI, students get excited talking about driverless cars, especially when they hear some of their peers have seen it around town and they haven’t yet Keywords -- driverless cars is also a great example because there are a lot of synonymsSelf-driving cars, autonomous vehicles This is a great entryway into keywords What words are appearing in newspapers, blogs, twitterWhat words are appearing in journal articles Sometimes the words searched in a databases -- if often used in more popular contexts - can yield more popular results --just like more scholarly terms can yield more scholarly results 

https://www.altmetric.com/products/free-tools/
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Using Altmetrics to apply 
the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy

▪ Searching as Strategic Exploration
▪ Ex: Students can search a broad topic or question and generate 

questions they want to explore more 
▪ Scholarship as Conversation

▪ Ex: As students continue searching and narrowing their topic, they can 
investigate news and other articles to understand what others are 
saying about their topic and identify opportunities to contribute new 
thoughts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will demo how to use the subscription database and the free bookmarklet from Altmetric todayAs you might expect, the instruction we do with students can be directly linked to the ACRL FrameworkThe specific frames covered in today’s presentation includeSearching as Strategic ExplorationScholarship as ConversationAuthority is Constructed and Contextual To begin, let’s move to the database 

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework#exploration
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework#conversation
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Using Altmetrics to apply 
the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy

▪ Authority Is Constructed and Contextual
▪ Ex: RetractionWatch is listed in the blogs tab and can help students 

understand research ethics and the conversation regarding retracted 
works

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework#authority


• Scroll down the list of database titles until you see Altmetric Explorer for 
Institutions

• Select the link that says Create an account using your vt.edu email address 
instead of clicking the title of the database

Navigating to the database 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DemoPlease note that this demo shows how to navigate in the subscription database Altmetric Explorer for Institutions (version 2); however, if you are a librarian or researcher using data from Altmetric, you can request access to version 1 of Altmetric Explorer at https://www.altmetric.com/products/free-tools/ (scroll down to “Explorer for Librarians,” even if you want to request access as a researcher.) There are more features in version 2, but you can still perform many of the search functions in version 1. 



• You should see a page like this. 
Using your vt email address, create 
an account.

Creating an account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create an accountSelect → Create an accounting using your vt.edu email address Choose a password you’ll remember -- or store is securely somewhere because you’ll need to login to this database each time you access it 



Searching options → Edit and Quick Search

Edit search: advanced search feature allows you to search by properties such as 
subjects, publisher name, DOI 
Quick search: basic search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ready to search! Pretending we’re working with first year students and exploring driverless cars for our upcoming assignment, let’s do a search here 2 optionsEdit search or Quick search Think about this as basic search (one query) or advanced search (where you can select the properties in which you want to search -- keywords, subjects, publisher name, doi, journal, twitter handle, etc.)Keyword searchDriverless cars Opens in the highlights tabOverview of essential data insights for any search query in the explorerWhere things have been mentioned, who has talked about it the most, and where in the world the publications are making a splashAttention breakdownSocial media is the highestNews and blogs is second Academic sources = 0 Research OutputsThis is probably where I would send students - they could browse the titles -- see the impact -- get a feel for what’s being publishedRachel just mentioned the color of the donut has meaning -- so like this red one means its come largely from mainstream media Clicking the first one -- I see a high number -- and I can see the mentions come from a variety of sources and in terms of location from places across the world Looking at news is an easy way for first year students to access the conversation You can use the drop down feature to filter (i.e. just news)Back to all outputs -- I can see that there are trendsSafetyEthics Security Knowing this can help me think about a viable research question 



• Select edit search feature → enter keywords → run search
• Example: driverless cars 

Demoing Edit Search Feature 



Searching Results 



Selecting the Top Result



Summary Tab of the Top Result



News Tab of the Top Result 



• Select edit search → enter keywords → run search
• Example: autonomous vehicles 

Revising Keyword in Edit Search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revise SearchAutonomous vehicles Overall - this term was more effectiveDouble social media and news mentionsAlso leads to academic source mentions!! When I start searching in other databases for literature - I would definitely want to include these as keywords, as it seems more academics use this term Article in Science this time has the highest results, then a news piece in Nature The science piece seems to touch on ethics with the social dilemma, which aligns with the trends we saw previously As a student, I would read through several pieces from the scholarly articles to news and blog pieces and list all of the questions I haveFrom here I craft a research question based on what I genuinely want to know and explore that falls within the ongoing conversation -- envisioning myself as another writer and how I would contribute 



Searching Results 



1. Select edit search
2. Add Scholarly 

Identifiers
3. Enter DOI

– dx.doi.org/10.1126/s
cience.1070821

4. Save 
5. Run search

Locating an Article via the DOI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look up dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1070821 in Altmetric Explorer Altmetric score is lowCitation metric here is quite highArticle is still being cited 16 years later Seminal works - because they often are groundbreaking in some way for fields - are cited indefinitelyAltmetrics occur immediately following publication -- but older works didn’t really follow the same standards during publication - in terms of DOIs, linking/URLs, etc - so we just don’t have the altmetrics that it would have say 20 or 30 years from now if it were published today Using the altmetrics alongside bibliometrics (citation metrics) can help paint a clearer picture about the significance of a pieceHigh citations - even 15-20 years later - and inspiring even the creation of works in other types of mediums - students should be able to see the significance of this when exploring the metrics  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1070821


Adding Bookmarklet to your Browser
• almetric.com → Products → Altmetric bookmarklet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Altmetric BookmarkletAltmetric.com makes this process very easy for students and really all researchersWith the Altmetric Bookmarklet add-on you can easily view the altmetrics for an article by one simple click once you add the bookmarklet to your browser’s bookmark toolbarTo preview this, we can use this DOI link and open it in a browserdx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms11370Press Altmetric It! Select Click for more details Opens into altmetrics.com



1. Scroll down to Quick and easy 
2. Drag and drop the Altmetric it! box 

into your bookmark toolbar
3. Watch this YouTube video for 

instructions: 

Adding Bookmarklet to your Browser

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Alsg7AyrhM


Using Bookmarklet 
• Navigate to an article via the DOI → Almetric It!
• Example: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms11370

http://dx.doi.org/10.1056/nejmoa1200303
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms11370


Using Bookmarklet 
• Altmetrics will appear on the right in a box 
• Select Click for more details at the bottom of this Altmetric box 



• Opens directly into almetric.com upon clicking for more details

Using Bookmarklet 



1. Select edit search
2. Select edit identifiers
3. Enter new DOI

– dx.doi.org/10.1056/n
ejmoa1200303

4. Save 
5. Run search

Locating another Article via the DOI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluating Sources Students of all levels seem to struggle with evaluating sources In particular, if doing research on current issues or controversial topics, how do I know that want I am looking at has the merit to deserve the attention and my research time -- i.e. How do I separate substance from spin? Altmetrics Explorer includes retraction watch, so if something has been retracted, students can see in this database a retraction was made and conversations surrounding if they go through the mentions, news, etc -- it will likely be visibleHere is an example of an article that was retracted because the authors didn’t disclose some important details about the control group http://dx.doi.org/10.1056/nejmoa1200303They were invited to submit a revised version of the article, which is very rare for journals to do but since the article was so popular, they wanted to see what data really said The data shows the same thing a Mediterranean diet is still good for you and in general can prevent heart attack and stroke in your later yearsAll this out from one of the news articles on the topic, and so I guess that overall, this journal article's results were still supportedStudents seeing real life examples like this can not only help them understand the research process better but also understand the research itself - as news articles make research digestible for undergraduates, especially first and second year students 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1056/nejmoa1200303


Dimensions: Free Database with 
Altmetric Data

39

▪ Go to https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication
▪ Dimensions is also a product of Digital Science 
▪ Search by keywords or abstract text in the search

query box.
▪ Limitations

▪ Does not have an advanced search option
▪ Does not allow you to have refined search options such as that in 

Altmetric Explorer
▪ More enhanced Dimensions database available to those institutions

that subscribe, which provides more data on grants, patents, policy 
documents, and clinical trials.

https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication


Dimensions: Example Search
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▪ Step 1: Search keywords
▪ Step 2: Filtering by desired filters (e.g., publication 

year(s), field(s)of research, source title(s), etc.) 
▪ Step 3: Sort by the Altmetric Attention Score above 

the search results
▪ Step 4: Use the same concepts described in this 

presentation to teach undergraduates the scholarly 
conversation through altmetrics

▪ Tip: select the Altmetric Attention Score below an article to 
pull up the Altmetric details page; select the Dimensions 
citations icon to pull up the Dimensions details page



Dimensions Example Search

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication



Dimensions Details Page Example
Citing Research Categories tab 

Go to https://badge.dimensions.ai/details/id/pub.1106320898/categories 42

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also discuss the different research categories in which researchers are publishing and being cited as well as why this might be for particular disciplines. Then, you can also look at the number of citations and why certain disciplines may have more citations than others (e.g., the health and life sciences typically have higher citation counts than those in the social sciences and humanities due to differing publishing and citation behaviors across disciplines). This is just one example; other subscription databases, such as Web of Science, InCites, Scopus, and SciVal also provide research categories for research outputs. 

https://badge.dimensions.ai/details/id/pub.1106320898/categories


Dimensions: Example Search
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▪ Step 1: Search keywords
▪ Step 2: Filtering by desired filters (e.g., publication 

year(s), field(s)of research, source title(s), etc.) 
▪ Step 3: Sort by the Altmetric Attention Score above 

the search results
▪ Step 4: Use the same concepts described in this 

presentation to teach undergraduates the scholarly 
conversation through altmetrics

▪ Tip: select the Altmetric Attention Score below an article to 
pull up the Altmetric details page; select the Dimensions 
citations icon to pull up the Dimensions details page
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Plum Analytics - Compare & Contrast

▪ Altmetrics details page 
▪ Use Altmetric It! Bookmarklet - quick & easy

▪ PlumX details page
▪ A bit more work...

▪ Copy/paste DOI into end of PlumX details page URL
▪ Copy: https://plu.mx/plum/a/?doi=
▪ Find DOI & copy/paste to the end of above URL
▪ Example: https://plu.mx/plum/a/?doi=10.1038/nclimate3322
▪ Compare to Altmetric Attention Score page: 

https://www.altmetric.com/details/21174908
▪ Demo compare & contrast (see next slide for results)

https://www.altmetric.com/products/free-tools/bookmarklet/
https://plu.mx/plum/a/?doi=10.1038/nclimate3322
https://www.altmetric.com/details/21174908
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“Global risk of deadly heat” Example
Altmetric vs. PlumX Data

▪ Altmetric 
▪ 289 news stories
▪ 2 policy documents
▪ 35 blogs
▪ 3794 Tweeters
▪ 123 citations (Dimensions)
▪ 43 Facebook users
▪ 1 Wikipedia page
▪ 2 Reditors
▪ 1 video uploader
▪ Geographical, demographic 

breakdowns for Twitter, 
Mendeley readership*

▪ PlumX
▪ 187 news stories
▪ 0 policy documents
▪ 37 blogs
▪ 1033 tweeters
▪ 101 citations (Scopus) or 98 

(CrossRef)
▪ 1 Wikipedia page
▪ 0 video uploaders
▪ Usage Data**

▪ Clicks (Bitly), Abstract 
views & Link-outs 
(EBSCO)

*Data not available from PlumX
**Data not available from Altmetric

https://www.altmetric.com/details/21174908
https://plu.mx/plum/a/?doi=10.1038/nclimate3322


Think about the data providers, their transparency, their coverage, etc.

https://plumanalytics.com/learn/about-metrics/mention-metrics/

https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/our-sources/

Compare Altmetrics Data Further 
(example activity for students)

46

https://plumanalytics.com/learn/about-metrics/mention-metrics/
https://www.altmetric.com/about-our-data/our-sources/


Questions?

Select Altmetric slides courtesy of: 
clientsupport@altmetric.com

@altmetric
altmetricexplorer.com

Amanda MacDonald 
amacdonald@vt.edu
Rachel Miles
ramiles@vt.edu

Altmetric 
Illustrations from 

Altmetric.com

mailto:abmacdon@vt.edu
mailto:ramiles@vt.edu


Metrics Toolkit - http://metrics-toolkit.org/ 

Get The Research - https://gettheresearch.org/

Get The Research FAQ - https://gettheresearch.org/faq

Author Rights Checklist - https://drive.google.com/file/d/10OTosQCjitEA6BuqdJnDZMIV-
gdksNIO/view

Scholarly Author Assessment Checklist - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1or-
BspbtQl3UwcZK_QLuWYObSGC5A4Wp/view

ORCID - Sign up for a unique scholarly identifier - http://orcid.org/

Snowball Metrics - Standardized Research Metrics - https://www.snowballmetrics.com/

CWTS Journal Indicators - http://www.journalindicators.com/indicators

San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) - https://sfdora.org/

Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics - https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-
manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351

More Resources & Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
References to background information used or discussed during the presentation.

http://metrics-toolkit.org/
https://gettheresearch.org/
https://gettheresearch.org/faq
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10OTosQCjitEA6BuqdJnDZMIV-gdksNIO/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1or-BspbtQl3UwcZK_QLuWYObSGC5A4Wp/view
http://orcid.org/
https://www.snowballmetrics.com/
http://www.journalindicators.com/indicators
https://sfdora.org/
https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351
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